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LET WATER BE 
YOUR ALLY.
2018, Shiseido innovates with 5 new suncare 
products that combine Solar Excellence 
know-how with the requirements of a fulfilled 
“Athleisure Attitude”.

For skin, a stick and two lotions highly 
transparent with the ultimate WetForce 
TechnologyTM.

For lips, two highly desirable color splashes. 

The pleasure and the safety of high 
protection in all circumstances.
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1  Clear Stick
UV Protector
SPF 50+.
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*in vitro tests

Clear Stick UV Protector has it covered.
Completely clear stick sunscreen. Easy application.    

No mess on your hands. Apply or touch up powerful 

SPF 50+ UV protection anywhere. Even over make up. 

NEW WetForce TechnologyTM*

Shiseido’s WetForce TechnologyTM, reacts to sweat 

and water to strengthen the UV protective veil.*

SuperVeil-UV 360TM Technology
Shiseido exclusive technology that boosts the UV 

protection effect by reinforcing the protective veil on 

the skin.*

Both men and women need to protect their skin under 

the sun to avoid UV damage. They should re-apply 

their protection often.

But some sunscreens with high SPF can get all over 

their hands, transferring onto their clothing and 

swimsuits, and even spilling into their tote bags. The 

hassle of carrying products like these around makes 

them unappealing to use.

Shiseido creates a new gesture, ideal for those who 

need to reapply their sun protection in a single 

stroke. 
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Beauty makes things 
perfectly clear.

Functional Fragrance
The unique fragrance synchronizes with the smell of 

sweat instead of masking it, transforming it into a 

pleasant scent.

Skincare ingredients help prevent skin damage linked 

to the formation of wrinkles and uneven skintone*.

 Removable with regular cleanser

 Non-sticky, comfortable, smooth texture

 Very high protection

 SPF 50+/UVA

 Very water resistant formula 

 Non-comedogenic 

 Dermatologist and ophthalmologist-tested

 Resistant to sweat and sebum



NEW WetForce TechnologyTM interacts 
with water, to tame the sun.

Shiseido’s revolutionary NEW WetForce TechnologyTM 
strengthens the UV protective veil of sunscreen when 

it comes into contact with water or perspiration.*

NEW WetForce TechnologyTM* is made with an Ionic 
Mineral Sensor that detects minerals in water and 
perspiration (positive ions) and bonds them with 
negative ions. This forms an extremely water-repellent 
protective layer.*

SuperVeil-UV 360TM intensifles the 
protection.

From now, Shiseido suncare products are all 

formulated with Superveil-UV 360TM Technology. 

This Shiseido innovation fits a uniform, UV-protective 

veil over even the tiny bumps and depressions on the 

skin, to minimize the possibility of uneven sunscreen 

application. 
TECHNOLOGY: Beauty takes care of your skin’s environment.

Ionic Mineral Sensor
Sunscreen

UV protective agent

*in vitro test
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WetForce
TechnologyTM.



*in vitro data

To keep skin smooth and even toned, 

Shiseido’s skincare ingredients help 

prevent the skin damage that allows 

wrinkles and spots to form. Giving you 

the power to change the way time treats 

your skin.

Two ingredients from nature, combined to defend your 

skin. To help hold firm against visible lines. To help defy 

discoloration. Giving you the power to change the way 

time treats your skin. To help prevent wrinkles: 

Soybean lecithin.*

To help prevent uneven skin tone: 

Polyol Soluble licorice extract.*

Beauty keeps your skin 
out of harm’s way.
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Worn as a makeup base with the 
user’s regular foundation 
4 hours after application:

95% said foundation did not wear off, 

even after perspiration

When the sunscreen is 
re-applied over foundation:

97% said the formulation 

applies easily

Overall evaluation:

98% said they like this protector

98% said “I want to carry this 

protector around in my bag”

Used on the body 

During application:

Used on the face without 
foundation 
During application: 

100% said the texture feels smooth 99% said the texture feels smooth

99% said the formulation 

applies easily 99% said the formulation 

applies easily

After application: After application:

98% said the formulation feels 

comfortable on the skin 97% said the formulation feels 

comfortable on the skin

4 hours after application: 4 hours after application:

99% said the formulation 

maintains skin’s moisture 98% said the formulation 

maintains skin’s moisture

*Testing conducted on 104 females.

Clear Stick UV Protector SPF 50+
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Evaluation.*
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2  Expert Sun Aging 
Protection Lotion / Lotion Plus
SPF 30 / SPF 50+.
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*in vitro data

Invisible 
yet powerful.
Beautiful days are for getting outdoors. 

Playing sports. Living life. Wearing a 

powerful protection is a priority to 

prevent from skin cancer, dark spots and 

skin photo-aging. Worrying about it 

washing off with swimming and sweating 

can take the fun out of things. 

Shiseido Suncare makes these problems solved. Its 

transparent and weightless formula contains no white 

physical sunscreen agents, so it looks imperceptible 

and feels comfortable on every skin tone.

Environmental aggressors and drying factors are 

deflected. The innovative fragrance takes care of 

unpleasant sweat odors. And with Shiseido’s 

Improved WetForce TechnologyTM, the protective veil 

is reinforced as it comes into contact with sweat and 

water*, making it stronger than ever.
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*in vitro test

 Beauty brings 
it all.
WetForce TechnologyTM*

Exclusive WetForce TechnologyTM binds with the 

minerals in water or perspiration, adding power to the 

protective veil.* New ionic mineral powder forms an 

extremely water-repellant protective veil.* Contains no 

white physical sunscreen agents. The finish is 

transparent, with no white residue.

SuperVeil-UV 360TM Technology

Creates a UV protective veil that adheres evenly to 

skin’s microscopic contours, to keep UV rays from 

reaching the skin from various angle.

Profense CELTM

A complex of ingredients that helps prevent skin 

damage linked to the formation of wrinkles and dark 

spots.*

Functional fragrance

Synchronizes with the smell of sweat instead of masking 

it, transforming it into a pleasant scent.

Comfortable, light texture

Feels as good on your skin as skincare. Absorbs quickly 

into the skin, with no white residue. Promotes a 

smoother application of foundation and a lasting 

makeup finish. Provides moisturizing skincare effects.

   Very water resistant

   Easily removable with regular soap.

   For face and body

   Non-Comedogenic 

   Dermato + ophtalmo-tested
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Current WetForce*

Before touching water
Membrane covers skin uniformly

After touching water
Strong Water-repellent membrane

Ionic Mineral Sensor 

UV protective agent

Mineral

With the integration of New Ionic Mineral Powder, the 

film that coats the skin is more even than before. This 

gives the product stronger veil, for the same amount of 

protective agent.

Ionic Mineral Sensor and New Ionic Mineral Powder 

integrate with each mineral in the water, and form a 

powerful film.

This film is very even and uniform.*

The veil is further enhanced when it comes into 

contact with water.* it becomes uniform*.

*in vitro test

The difference: 
New Ionic Mineral Powder

New WetForce*

After touching water
Strong Water-repellent membrane

Before touching water
Membrane covers skin uniformly

Ionic Mineral Sensor

New Ionic Mineral Powder 

UV protective agent (Ultraviolet scattering powder free)

Mineral
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Sweat odors synchronize with the other fragrance 

components of the product, creating a complete scent 

that smells good.

While most perfumes simply attempt to mask the smell 

of sweat, Shiseido’s new functional fragrance is 

designed to incorporate it as an element of the overall 

fragrance.

A work on 
fragrance.

The smell of sweat

Harmonizing fragranceRegular fragrance

The smell of sweat

Sweat odor usually  
smells unpleasant

The fragrance was design to 
incorporate the smell of sweat 

into the overall fragrance
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*Testing conducted, on 105 females from light to dark skintones age 18-64 years old. January 2017

 Evaluation.*
Ultimate Sun Aging Protection Lotion SPF 30

Used on the body 

During application:

Used on the face 
with foundation
After applying foundation:

Overall
evaluation

91% said the texture feels light 87% said their foundation has a more 
beautiful finish than without using 
this protector

92% said this product has longer lasting 
UV protection than other 
sunscreens

97% said the formulation blends 

quickly into their skin 95% said the formulation promotes a 

smoother application of foundation 91% said “I like this protector”

After application: 4 hours after application:

96% said the formulation feels 

comfortable on their skin 93% said their foundation did not wear 

off, even after perspiration

4 hours after application:

96% said the formulation maintains 

their skin’s moisture 

96% said the formulation is resistant to 

perspiration and water 
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*Testing conducted, on 108 females from light to dark skintones age 18-64 years old, January 2017

Used on the body  
During application:

Used on the face 
with foundation
After applying foundation:

Overall 
evaluation

99% said the texture feels light 87% said their foundation has a more 
beautiful finish than without using 
this protector

96% said this product has longer lasting 
UV protection than other 
sunscreens

92% said the formulation blends 

quickly into their skin 98% said the formulation promotes a 

smoother application of foundation 98% said “I like this protector”

After application: 4 hours after application:

99% said the formulation feels 

comfortable on their skin 95% said their foundation did not wear 

off, even after perspiration

4 hours after application:

98% said the formulation maintains 

their skin’s moisture 

97% said the formulation is resistant to 

perspiration and water

 Evaluation.*
Ultimate Sun Aging Protection Lotion Plus SPF 50+
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3  UV LIP 
COLOR SPLASH.

SPF 30.
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UV Lip Color Splash SPF 30 is:

A moisturizing wash of fresh, transparent color with 

good UV protection. Clear Defense Technology* 

delivers powerful sunscreen agents in a clear, 

comfortable lip formula. Fun to wear. Easy to reapply. 

High SPF in a weightless formula.      
Clear, glossy finish, with a high level of protection. No 

whiteness effect on your skin and lips. 

Feels light and fresh, not thick or sticky.  
Application is smooth and gentle. Lip Color Splash fits 

comfortably to your lips and allows natural movement. 

Soothes chapped or rough skin and protects against 

dryness. With no unpleasant taste.

Moisture in / UV out.                          
The high SPF formula is rich thanks to safflower oil 

and other emollients that seal moisture in. The more 

you use it, the more protection you get against 

damage and dryness.

Designed for smooth application.         
Shiseido’s specially designed applicator is compatible 

with all lips shapes and sizes.

Playful, colorful and protected lips.
Transparent colors inspired from iconic 
holidays landscapes

Like a fun, active vacation, each one is a refreshing 

escape from the ordinary.

*Patent Pending, US, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Korea, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan

Can be worn on its own, or under or over another 
lipstick.

Uluru Red

A fiery inspired by the 

light on the earth of Ayres 

Rock.

Tahiti Blue

Crystalline turquoise, like 

the clearest water on 

earth. 
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Technologies.
SuperVeil-UV 360TM Technology

Defends lips against UVA/UVB rays with exclusive 

SuperVeil-UV 360TM Technology, which helps provide 

an even, protective layer over them.

Clear Defense Technology

After considering nearly 300 different raw materials, 

Shiseido made possible an unprecedented 

combination. The clear lip base contains a large 

amount of UV absorbers while not turning lips white. 

Clear Defense Gel Complex. Truly transparent 

protection. With a beautiful, glossy finish. 

A perfect balance 

Beauty sets a moisture

When the texture is too light and fresh, adhesion to 

the lips is too weak. If the fit is stronger, the texture 

becomes too sticky. With Clear Defense Gel Complex, 

Shiseido struck the ideal proportions.

Beauty sets up a moisture trap.

Formulated with highly purified and moisturizing 

safflower oil, UV Lip Color Splash creates an 

emollient effect, sealing moisture directly to your lips.  

Covers unevenness, 
including vertical  

wrinkles and liplines.

Shields lips with a  
transparent, even film
SuperVeil-UV 360TM

The emollient effect seals moisture 
from safflower oil into the lip
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UV protection ingredients 
protect against 

UV rays by converting 
UV energy into non nocive 

energy such as heat


